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Pederasty in ancient Greece was a socially acknowledged romantic relationship between an adult male (the
erastes) and a younger male (the eromenos) usually in his teens. It was characteristic of the Archaic and
Classical periods. The influence of pederasty on Greek culture of these periods was so pervasive that it has
been called "the principal ...
Pederasty in ancient Greece - Wikipedia
In historiography, ancient Rome is Roman civilization from the founding of the city of Rome in the 8th century
BC to the collapse of the Western Roman Empire in the 5th century AD, encompassing the Roman Kingdom,
Roman Republic and Roman Empire until the fall of the western empire. The civilization began as an Italic
settlement in the Italian ...
Ancient Rome - Wikipedia
ANCIENT and MODERN GENEALOGIES PREFACE This book evaluates historical knowledge as it relates
to ancient and modern genealogies. Information gleaned from social contexts, both secular and religious, are
reviewed, using
Alphabetic History of Civilization: Ancient and Modern
ClassZone Book Finder. Follow these simple steps to find online resources for your book.
ClassZone
Teach Christian Church history with this Sonlight homeschool package. Order our history curriculum program
to get your student started on a positive path.
Christian Church History | Sonlight History Curriculum
Travel back in time to meet the pharaohs of ancient Egypt with this hands-on history series.
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